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（様式４－１） 

二国間交流事業 共同研究報告書 

 

平成 26 年 3 月 20 日 
 

 独立行政法人日本学術振興会理事長 殿 

 

共同研究代表者所属・部局 独立行政法人理化学研究所・創発物性科学研究ｾﾝﾀｰ 

量子情報ｴﾚｸﾄﾛﾆｸｽ部門・量子凝縮物性研究ｸﾞﾙｰﾌﾟ 

（ふりがな）                                  ノリ    フランコ 

職・氏 名  ｸﾞﾙｰﾌﾟﾃﾞｨﾚｸﾀｰ・NORI FRANCO     
 

1. 事 業 名 相手国（  ロシア  ）との共同研究  振興会対応機関（   RFBR    ） 

2. 研 究 課 題 名    ナノ構造における巨視的量子現象                          

3. 全 採 用 期 間 

平成  24 年 4 月 1  日 ～ 平成 26 年 3 月 31 日 （ 2  年  0 ヶ月） 

4. 経 費 総 額 

（1）本事業により執行した研究経費総額   500 万 円 

初年度経費  250 万 円、 ２年度経費  250 万 円、 ３年度経費  0  円 

（2）本事業経費以外の国内における研究経費総額       円 

 

5．研究組織 

（1）日本側参加者（代表者は除く） 

氏 名 所 属・職 名 

サヘル アシュハブ 

(Sahel Ashhab) 

 

太田 幸宏 

(おおた ゆきひろ) 

 

ニール ランバート 

(Neill Lambert) 

 

ロバート ヨハンソン 

(Robert Johansson) 

 

石田 夏子 

（いしだ なつこ） 

 

独立行政法人理化学研究所 創発物性科学研究センター  

量子凝縮物性研究グループ 上級研究員 

 

独立行政法人理化学研究所 創発物性科学研究センター  

量子凝縮物性研究グループ 基礎特別科学研究員 

 

独立行政法人理化学研究所 創発物性科学研究センター  

量子凝縮物性研究グループ 研究員 

 

独立行政法人理化学研究所 創発物性科学研究センター  

量子凝縮物性研究グループ 訪問研究員 

 

独立行政法人理化学研究所 創発物性科学研究センター  

量子凝縮物性研究グループ ポスドク研究員 
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ギョルギョス ギャヴァラス 

(Georgios Giavaras) 

 

プラック クマール ゴーシュ 

(Pulak Kumar Ghosh) 

 

コスティアンティン ブリオック 

(Kostiantyn Bliokh) 

独立行政法人理化学研究所 創発物性科学研究センター  

量子凝縮物性研究グループ 客員研究員 

 

独立行政法人理化学研究所 創発物性科学研究センター  

量子凝縮物性研究グループ 訪問研究員 

 

独立行政法人理化学研究所 理論科学連携 

階層縦断型物性物理学研究チーム 研究員 

（2）相手国側研究代表者 

所属・職名・氏名 Institute for Theoretical and Applied Electrodynamics, Russian Academy of 

Science, Laboratory Head,  Alexander L. Rakhmanov             

（3）相手国参加者（代表者は除く） 

氏  名 所 属・職 名 

Artem Sboychakov  

 

 

Alexander V. Rozhkov 

 

 

Climent I. Kugel 

Institute for Theoretical and Applied Electrodynamics, 

Russian Academy of Science, Senior Researcher 

 

Institute for Theoretical and Applied Electrodynamics, 

Russian Academy of Science, Senior Researcher 

 

Institute for Theoretical and Applied Electrodynamics, 

Russian Academy of Science, Leading Researcher 
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6．研究実績概要（全期間を通じた研究の目的・研究計画の実施状況・成果等の概要を簡潔に記載してくださ

い。） 

 

MAIN GOALS ACHIEVED: 

 

1. To determine the optimum parameters for the observation of a stable Majorana fermion in 

a superconductor-topological insulator heterostructure. The observation of Majorana 

fermions is now a very hot topic of research, attracting considerable attention worldwide, 

both for its fundamental physics and for possible applications in the quantum technologies. 

2. To investigate the phase separation of hydrogen atoms adsorbed on graphene, which can 

be of interest for the experimental production of graphene nano-ribbons.  

3. To study the electronic structure and phase separation in bilayer graphene with AA-type 

stacking. To apply the developed methods for the analysis of other important systems with 

imperfect nesting of the Fermi surface (e.g., iron-based high-Tc superconductors, chromium 

alloys, etc.) 

4. To apply the original method developed in our previous JSPS-RFBR project (for the 

calculation of the macroscopic quantum tunneling probability) in order to describe the 

experimental data obtained by Dr. Yuimaru Kubo et al (at NIMS, in Tsukuba) for a fluxon 

tunneling in a stack of La2-xSrxCuO4-based intrinsic Josephson contacts. 

 

CONTENTS AND RESULTS: 

 

1. Analysis of the Majorana fermion in the core of two-dimensional (2D) vortex at the 

superconductor-topological insulator interface.  

We did a numerical optimization of parameters of the heterostructure superconductor-topological 

insulator with pinned Abrikosov vortex. This system is of interest because it may contain the 

so-called Majorana fermion, which is now the subject of considerable attention by many condensed 

matter physicists. This collective excitation obeys non-abelian statistics. The parameter range was 

indicated, in which the quantum level corresponding to the Majorana fermion could be reliably 

observed in tunneling experiments. To increase the stability of the Majorana fermion in the 

heterostructure superconductor-topological insulator, we proposed to make a cylindrical hole to pin 

the Abrikosov vortex. The Majorana fermion arises on the surface of the topological insulator due to 

induced superconductivity. The Caroli-de Gennes-Matricon excitations in the vortex core disappear 

if the vortex localizes in the hole. If the hole diameter is of the order of the coherence length, then 

the low-lying 2D excitations do not exist on the surface of the topological insulator. Thus, the 

Majorana fermion is stable with respect to thermal fluctuations of the order of several degrees. The 

tunneling conductivity of the system oscillates with the number of the vortices in the hole, that is, 

with the applied magnetic field. The case of the single vortex in the hole is studied in detail. We 

determined the optimum parameter range for the Majorana fermion observation by tunneling 

microscopy. We demonstrated that, except for the Majorana fermion, the first low-lying excitations 
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can be observed by the same method. The observation of Majorana fermions in condensed matter 

is of fundamental physical importance. Such a state obeys non-abelian statistics and could be used 

for future applications. 

 

2. Study the emergence of phase separation of hydrogen atoms adsorbed on graphene. 

Study the structure of the inhomogeneous state, and the surface tension of 

graphene-graphane interface. 

The standard Falicov-Kimball model was modified to study the electronic subsystem of the 

partially-hydrogenated graphene. Using exact diagonalizations of the Hamiltonian on finite clusters 

and the so-called Hubbard-I approximation it was demonstrated that the hydrogen atoms adsorbed 

on graphene attract each other. As a result of this attraction, the system undergoes a phase 

separation into two phases. One phase is a completely hydrogenated graphene (called graphane), 

while the other is pure graphene. The interface tension for the graphene-graphane interface was 

calculated. The effects of thermal fluctuations on the shape of the interface were evaluated. The 

interface tension was found to be positive. Consequently, at zero temperature, the interface with 

smallest energy is a straight line. At finite temperature, the fluctuations would distort the shape of 

the interface. However, these distortions become significant only if the temperature exceeds some 

characteristic scale, which is higher than the room temperature. This feature may be used to create 

graphene nanochannels with ballistic conductance.  

 

3. The study of electronic properties of mesoscopic graphene systems. This is a focal point 

of a large portion of our research activities. 

The phase diagram of the weakly-interacting electronic system with one hole and one electron band 

with imperfect nesting was analyzed using the mean-field approximation. Both zones have spherical 

shape; however, the radii are slightly different. This difference is proportional to the doping level. 

This model was introduced quite some time ago to describe the antiferromagnetic phase of 

chromium and its alloys. Similar band structures with imperfect nesting appear in the AA-bilayer of 

graphene, in Fe-based superconductors, and in some other systems. We have demonstrated that 

the homogeneous state of a system with imperfect nesting is unstable with respect to electronic 

phase separation in a wide parameter range. Physically, this instability is a consequence of the 

competition between commensurate and incommensurate antiferromagnetic phases.  

 

Tight-binding calculations show that AA-stacked graphene bilayer (AA-BLG) has one hole and one 

electron bands intersected at the Fermi level. We have demonstrated that this degeneracy leads to 

spontaneous symmetry breaking. The specific type of order parameter arising depends on the 

microscopic properties of the system. We showed that due to the strong on-site Coulomb repulsion, 

the most stable order is the so-called G-type antiferromagnetism. For the values of the Hubbard U 

characteristic for graphene, the antiferromagnetic gap can exist up to room temperature.  

 

The doping dependence of the electronic properties of the AA-BLG has been studied. At half filling 
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(no doping) the antiferromagnetic state is the ground state of the system. When the AA-BLG is 

doped, the homogeneous state becomes unstable toward electronic phase separation. The 

separated phases are (1) the antiferromagnetic insulating phase and (2) metallic phase. When 

doping increases, the volume of the insulating phase decreases, and at some doping a percolative 

type insulator-to-metal transition occurs in the system. With further doping, the system becomes a 

homogeneous metal. Due to this feature, the AA-BLG can be used as a switch in electronic devices. 

The temperature effects were also considered. The phase diagram in the doping-temperature plane 

was calculated. This diagram includes the incommensurate antiferromagnetic phase, which is 

mathematically equivalent to the Fulde-Ferrel-Larkin-Ovchinnikov state in superconductors. It is 

also shown that depending on the system’s parameters the metallic phase can be either 

paramagnetic or an incommensurate antiferromagnetic one. 

 

We proposed the possible mechanism of electronic phase separation in iron pnictides. The 

inhomogeneous state arises due to the competition between commensurate and incommensurate 

spin density wave (SDW) phases. We showed that such a situation is a common feature of systems 

with an imperfect Fermi-surface nesting, which is controlled by doping. We model the Fermi surface 

of the iron pnictides by two elliptic electron pockets and three circular hole pockets. The interaction 

between holes and electrons leads to the formation of the SDW phase. Upon doping the 

commensurate SDW phase transforms into the incommensurate SDW one. We have shown that in 

a certain range of parameters, the homogeneous state is unstable and the system becomes 

phase-separated. The obtained results are in qualitative agreement with recent experiments. 

 

4. Further development of the original quantum field-theoretical approach to calculate the 

probability of macroscopic quantum tunneling. We performed a very detailed comparison of 

our theoretical results with the experimental data obtained by Dr. Yuimaru Kubo et al. (at 

NIMS, in Tsukuba) for a fluxon tunneling in a stack of La2-xSrxCuO4-based intrinsic 

Josephson contacts. 

 

The NIMS-Tsukuba experimental data on the macroscopic quantum tunneling in a stack of 

La2-xSrxCuO4-based intrinsic Josephson contacts was compared with the predictions of our theory. 

The theoretical approach was generalized to take into account the dissipation manifesting itself 

under actual conditions existing in the NIMS experiment. A very good agreement between the 

theory and experiment was demonstrated. The research has been performed with a close contact 

with the experiments of Dr. Yuimaru Kubo et al. (at NIMS, in Tsukuba). 

 

In addition, we solved the problem, which can be considered as a natural continuation of the studies 

performed within the framework of our previous collaborative research. 

Our numerical simulations show that two coupled qubits can amplify a weak signal by a factor of 

several hundred. This effect can be observed if two qubits are simultaneously driven by a weak 

detecting signal and by a strong periodic pumping, whereas the frequencies of the weak signal and 
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pumping are close to the frequency of the interlevel transitions in the system. The weak signal 

produces a pronounced effect on the spectrum generated by the strong pumping owing to the 

excitation of the mixed harmonics having the amplitude comparable to that of the pumping. It is 

demonstrated that such amplification is robust with respect to noise, if the noise power does not 

exceed that of the weak signal. A deviation from the optimum operation mode leads to a decrease in 

the efficiency of the amplification; but even in this case, the weak signal can be amplified by an 

order of magnitude. Hence the two-qubit system can operate as a parametric amplifier and a 

frequency mixer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


